INTRODUCTION
Weld inspections of fabricated plate and pipe assemblies made with shear wave angle beam transducers are a common and important application of ultrasonic NDE. It is now possible to develop complete models of such angle beam inspections (see, for example, the measurement model of Thompson and Gray [1] ) for many practical configurations. One important element in these models is the calculation of the fields generated by the angle beam transducer, i.e. the transducer beam model. To date, three different beam models have been derived and studied. They are the Surface Integral model [2] , the Boundary Diffraction Wave (BDW) Paraxial model [2] , and the Edge Element model. Each has certain advantages and disadvantages associated with it, as will be seen in later sections of this paper.
All of the models are based on a simple geometrical configuration (see Figure la) : an unfocused transducer resides on a wedge and is oriented at oblique incidence to a planar interface between the wedge and a second medium. As mentioned in [2] , the configuration can be broken down into two sub-problems: the calculation of the incident wave field in the wedge, and the propagation of this incident wave field through the solid/solid interface into the second medium (which would be the medium containing the weld). Previous work of Schmerr and Sedov [3] indicates that as one moves sufficiently deep into the wedge, the incident P-waves in this material become identical to those of an equivalent fluid medium, and the incident S-waves in the wedge are negligible. Thus, all the models will consider the transducer wedge (first medium) to be a fluid-like material (immersion model) and shear waves propagating in the wedge will be omitted. The second sub-problem is a simple transmission problem through a planar interface with the incident wave field (wave field propagating in the wedge material) oriented at an oblique angle with respect to the interface. To model this sub-problem with a fluid-solid immersion model, the transmission coefficient for a fluid/solid interface must be replaced by a transmission coefficient based on the assumption of smooth contact between two solids which form the solid/solid interface. For an angle beam transducer, the incident angle of this interface problem will be well above the P-wave critical angle, so only the Swave components will be prominent in the welded plate. Thus, in these beam models, only the mode converted S-waves in the second medium will be calculated from the incident Pwaves radiating in the first medium.
THE SURFACE INTEGRAL MODEL
Typically for immersion problems, the formulation of ultrasonic beam models begins with the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral [4] for the radiation of a planar piston probe into a fluid:
where p is the pressure, Vo is the uniform velocity on the transducer face, PI is the density, m is the circular frequency, k is the wave number, S is the surface area of the transducer, and r is the distance between an arbitrary point on the transducer surface y and a point x in the fluid. From this integral and through the use of the angular spectrum of plane waves [5] and the method of stationary phase for double integrals [6] , the displacement field for S-waves transmitted into the second medium can be found to be [7] : (2) where PI' P2 are the densities of media 1 and 2, respectively, c lp is the compressional wave speed in medium 1, c 2s is the shear wave speed in medium 2, r;;'P is the fluid (pwave )/solid (s-wave) transmission coefficient (based on a stress/pressure ratio), 8 1 1" 8 2s are the incident and refracted angles, respectively, d is a polarization unit vector, and DIp' D 2s are the direct ray distances in the first and second media (see Figure la) . To use this fluid-solid model for an angle beam probe inspection problem, we need only to replace r;;'P by the corresponding transmission coefficient for a smooth solid-solid interface, as mentioned previously.
The Surface Integral model is in a form very similar to the original RayleighSommerfeld integral. To evaluate Eqn. (2) requires a surface (2-D) integration. The computational method we chose to use to perform this integration is based on the work of Starnnes [8] , where the angular integration is evaluated with the impUlse-response method, and the radial integration is done with the well known Gauss-Legendre technique.
THE BDW PARAXIAL MODEL
Within the paraxial approximation, a bundle of rays leaving the transducer can be expanded about one fixed ray such as a ray which leaves the point y on the plane of the transducer (at normal incidence to that plane) and propagates to a point x in the solid ( Figure Ib ). All quantities which refer to this particular fixed ray will be denoted by an additional "0" subscript. When this expansion is done for the Surface Integral model in Eqn. (2), we obtain: 
and p( cf» is the distance from point y to the edge ofthe transducer. (3) is in the form of a boundary diffraction wave (BDW) theory [9] . The two dimensional surface integration of the Surface Integral model has been reduced to a one dimensional integral around the transducer edge in this paraxial BDW model. It is this reduction that makes the BDW Paraxial model much easier to evaluate.
EDGE ELEMENT MODEL
Like the BDW Paraxial model, the Edge Element model attempts to simplify the evaluation of the 2-D surface integration inherent in the Surface Integral model (Eqn. 2). However, unlike the BDW Paraxial model, the Edge Element model does not rely on the paraxial assumption for its simplification of the surface integration, and therefore will not be restricted by this assumption.
The Edge Element model divides the transducer surface into a discrete number of area elements. For each element, the surface integration is evaluated through the use of two approximations: 1) The phase term in the surface integral ofEqn. (2) can be approximated to the first order by:
where y is an arbitrary point in the element of interest, and the dlO and d 20 distances between a fixed point in the element (usually taken as the centroid, y c' of the element) and field point x in the second medium (see Figure 2) as found by means of ray theory, and 2) the remainder of the integrand in the surface integral of Eqn. (2) is treated as a constant over the element.
Once these approximations are made, the surface integration (now only over the new phase term) can be reduced to a one-dimensional line integration around the edge of the element through the use of Stokes' Theorem. For straight edges, the remaining line integration then can be performed analytically for each of the edges of the element, essentially giving us the Fraunhofer diffraction limit for each element. By summing up all of the edge contributions for each of the elements of the transducer surface, the resulting expression becomes: (4) where and n is the normal to the transducer surface, m is the number of elements, em is the number of edges associated with the m th element, e p is the unit vector along the projection of e Orn on the transducer surface, d, is the vector from the centroid of the element to the centroid of an edge, L1 xO and L1yO are of the same form as in the BDW Paraxial model, but are calculated for each individual element, and L rn . c represents the lengths of the edges of each of the elements.
We should note that the form of the Edge Element model lends itself to certain important generalizations. Since the transducer surface is divided into a number of small elements, one can model non uniform velocity distributions over the entire transducer surface by letting the velocity, va' of each area element be different. Also, a curved transducer surface could be modeled by appropriately dividing the surface into flat platelike elements (like meshing in finite or boundary element analysis), and applying the methods discussed above.
COMPARISONS AMONG THE THREE MODELS
The three models each have the ability to compute entire wave fields in the second medium. However, we've restricted our comparisons here to linear scan profiles along the refracted central axis of the transducer in the second medium. The profiles consist of the absolute magnitudes of the incident displacements calculated at individual field points along this line. Since the BDW Paraxial and Edge Element models are derived directly from the Surface Integral model, we will compare each of those derivative models individually with the original Surface Integral model (which is evaluated by the method of Stamnes, as mentioned earlier).
Lucite and steel were chosen as the two media to model with the appropriate wave speeds and impedances for each being used in the beam models. Note that the z-axes plotted in Figures 3 and 4 correspond to a depth normal to the lucite/steel interface, as shown in Figure lb 
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+ T r ' [ : , shear waves is refracted at an angle of 75°. The 2-D numerical integration of the Surface Integral expression was computed by discretizing the transducer surface into 1024 area elements (4 radial divisions x 256 angular divisions). The l-D numerical integration of the BDW Paraxial expression was computed by discretizing the transducer edge into just 128 line elements. Upon finer division of either the area elements or line elements, no significant difference in either of their resulting profiles was observed.
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The BDW Paraxial profile follows the Surface Integral profile very well in the far field, but significantly deviates from the Surface Integral profile in the near field. This represents the major liability of invoking the paraxial assumption in these models: the "small angle" approximation breaks down in the near field of the probe, resulting in inaccurate displacement calculations at these positions when compared to other models not dependent on this assumption. The benefit of the paraxial assumption is the tremendous increase in computational speed and efficiency of calculating the displacements in the wave field. The same transducer that required 1024 area elements to be evaluated with the Surface Integral model now only needs 128 line elements with the BDW Paraxial model. A relatively simple profile, as shown in Figure 3 , will typically take 335 times longer to compute with the Surface Integral model than with the BDW Paraxial model. Figure 4 shows the displacement profiles of the Surface Integral model and the Edge Element model for the same refracted angle of 75°. In the Edge Element model, contour contributions of 2048 area elements (32 radial divisions x 64 angular divisions) were summed. As in Figure 3 , no differences in the Edge Element profile were observed when finer elements were used.
As Figure 4 shows, the Edge Element profile follows the Surface Integral profile into the very near field. This represents a significant improvement over the BDW Paraxial model, especially if the near field region of the wave field is critical to the particular application at hand, yet it is five times faster than the original Surface Integral calculations. It should be pointed out, however, that all these calculations were shown for a very high (75°) refracted angle. At lower angles, the differences between all three models are smaller and one may be able to use the very fast BDW Paraxial model with little loss of accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
For the calculation of the incident displacement fields of an angle beam shear wave transducer, the three models discussed here all have their own strengths and weaknesses. The Surface Integral model is constrained by very few assumptions, but the amount of numerical computation needed to evaluate the transducer displacement field can be burdensome. On the other hand, the BDW Paraxial model is very computationally efficient, but may fail to represent the transmitted wave field adequately at high refracted angles and in the near field. While the Edge Element model is certainly not as fast as the BDW Paraxial model, it is significantly faster than the Surface Integral model, and just as accurate throughout the entire displacement field. Although not shown, off-axis comparisons similar to the on-axis ones shown here have been calculated and the resulting observations are consistent with the ones stated here. It should be reiterated that a key assumption made in all these models is that the transducer wedge can be replaced by an equivalent fluid medium. This assumption is currently being tested with a new model that properly models the wedge material, allowing us to compare the displacement fields of these "fluid/solid" models with that of the new "solid/solid" model and observe the effects of the shear waves in the wedge.
